
Somerset Opera Excels 

Verdi’s  masterpiece La Traviata (the woman gone astray), portrays the love, sacrifice and death of a 

‘loose’ young woman, Violetta Valery in Paris who becomes involved with a rich young man, causing 

major social concerns for his family and remonstrations from his  father; remonstrations which lead 

her to leave her lover and to die, lonely and destitute, in a garret from tuberculosis.  The music is 

sumptuous, the vocal demands are prodigious, and the drama is totally arresting. 

Somerset Opera’s presentation this week in King College Hall was set very simply with an illuminated 

partial backcloth and very basic staging. The only visual uplift came from the excellent costumes and 

a few pieces of well chosen furniture. The orchestra was also severely trimmed to a size which would 

have had Verdi shaking his head. One might be tempted into thinking this was going to be a drab and 

forgettable performance, but you would be completely wrong. 

Chris Cooper’s reduction of the score to fit the environment worked brilliantly so that, apart from 

missing some string richness, we quickly came to appreciate the tidy work of this ensemble led by 

Kathy Latham.  The performance itself started cautiously  with too much overt eying of the 

conductor, and an air of diffidence, but within a very short while we were treated to wonderful 

singing from all concerned and committed performances, holding our attention well throughout.  

Chris Ball the conductor held things tightly together with a sureness which demonstrated that he has 

personally raised himself to a new level. The first night had remarkably few errors. His work with the 

chorus in rehearsal must have been excellent, for they did not seem to put a foot wrong all night, 

filling the hall with powerful and thrilling sound. 

The minor roles are often disappointing outside the professional theatre, but this week there was no 

such embarrassment. Lisa Tustian, Linda James, Dean Ward, Stephen Grimshaw, Harold Mead and 

Alan Coles were all in fine voice and provided accomplished dramatic performances. 

And so we come to the main roles. Guy Robinson and Andrew Armstrong  were sound as the Baron 

and Germont respectively. I especially liked Germont’s empathetic portrayal of a role so often 

misrepresented as a cruel old man.  

Anando Mukerjee’s Alfredo was authoritative from the beginning. His stage presence, personifying 

the rich, arrogant young man, was excellent and his singing was lovely.  Virginia King’s Violetta,  the 

centrepiece of the whole evening, began nervously and we would have  enjoyed more contact with 

the audience, but her radiant singing was simply outstanding, perhaps the  best we have heard in 

the company for some years.  Violetta’s death bed scene was very special.  The singing soared over 

the sympathetic orchestra with the duet between the two lovers providing the vocal climax of the 

evening.  Verdi’s amazing writing of the hyperactive near death experience, (do Google it), in which 

the Director, Owen James, had Violetta actually running around the stage only to fall dead into 

Alfredo’s arms, was truly magical and completely right. Verdi was many years ahead of his time in 

portraying this phenomenon. 

And so a wonderful evening closed emotionally for all concerned. Well done everyone.  Somerset 

opera is back where it should be, in pole position amongst the stage music groups in the West. 

John Cole 


